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ABSTRACT

The algebra Wi+00»with central charge c - 0 , can be identified with the algebra of quan-
tum observables of a particle moving on a circle. Mathematically,it is the universal enveloping
algebra of the Euclidean algebra in two dimensions. Similarly, the super-Woo algebra is found to
be the universal enveloping algebra of the super-Euclidean algebra in two dimensions.
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It is of interest to see the currently fashionable higher spin algebras arise in simple quantum
mechanical systems. We have shown elsewhere [1] that the higher spin algebras shs(2),
ks(2), hs(l,l) introduced by Fradkin and Vassiliev, can be obtained as the quantum
symmetry algebras of Chem-Simons quantum mechanics with configuration spaces R2,
S2 = SO(3)/0(2) and S(1|1) = S0(l,2)/0(2), respectively. Alternatively, they could be
regarded as the algebras of quantum observables of ordinary quantum mechanical systems
having the aforementioned surfaces as phase spaces.

Here we present a similar interpretation for the algebra Wi+oo. The algebra Wi+Oc> [2]
arises as a deformation of the algebra itfi+ooi which is isomorphic to the algebra of area-
preserving diffeomorphisms of a cylinder [3]. By analogy to the examples in [1] we expect
that Wi+00 will arise in the quantization of a theory whose phase space is a cylinder, i.e.
a particle on a circle.

Let us therefore start from a phase space T'S1 = 5 1 x R, parametrized by an angle
tp, 0 < <p < 2ir and a momentum z. This phase space is nonlinear and the traditional
approach to quantization fails. We will follow the group-theoretic quantization procedure
developed in [4].

Quantizing a system means constructing a quantum operator / for each function / on
phase space, acting irreducibly on some Hilbert space. Concretely, one begins by quantizing
a small set of fundamental variables {x j such that any other classical observable / on phase
space can be expressed as a function of the x^s. From this point of view, the natural choice
for the x,'s are the coordinates themselves. One would therefore naively try to quantize the
particle on the circle by postulating the existence of quantum operators tp and i obeying
Heisenberg commutation relations of the form

[?,*] = • . (1)

However, these lead to a continuous and unbounded spectrum for the canonical operators,
whereas we know that the spectrum of z must be discrete and that of ip must be bounded.
Thus (1) cannot be the correct starting point for quantization.

The reason for this is that tp is not a continuous function on the cylinder, and therefore
z and ip do not form a good set of fundamental variables. A good choice is suggested by
considering the cylinder as being embedded in R3 by the equation x2 + y2 = r2. The
functions x = r cos tpy y = r sin <p and z are continuous on the cylinder and have the
property that every other function on the cylinder can be regarded as a function of x, y
and z. Therefore, they constitute a good set of fundamental variables for quantization.

A linear basis for the space of all real analytic functions on the cylinder is given by the
monomials xnz* and ynz\ with t, n = 0,1,2, It is customary to use instead a complex
basis v> = rWe' n vV+ 1 , with j = -1 ,0 ,1 ,2 , . . . and n € Z. In this basis the algebra of
Poisson brackets reads

K,, v*} = i rl-H>H«+«l (m(* + l) - n{j + 1)) v£fn . (2)

For r — 1, these are the familiar commutation relations of wi+0O. For other values of r, the
prefactor rlml+lnl~lm+nl can be eliminated by a rescaling of the generators and therefore
the algebra of classical observables for different values of r are all isomorphic to



The fundamental observables x = ^(vY
 1 + v_j), y = ^( t^ * - u_{), z — v{j generate

a subalgebra of u) ]+00 isomorphic to the Euclidean algebra in two dimensions, e(2):

{ z , y } = 0 , {2,1} = y , {z,y} = - x . (3)

This algebra plays in the quantization of a particle on the circle the same role that the
Weyl-Heisenberg algebra plays in the quantization of a particle on a line.

To quantize the theory we have to find quantum operators x, y and z acting irreducibly
on some Hilbert space and satisfying the fundamental commutation relations

[ x , y ] = 0 , [Mj = ty , [z,y] = -ix. (4)

All the unitary irreducible representations of the group E(2) are of the form x = r cos 9,
y = rsimp and z — — * ^ , acting on the Hilbert space X2(51). The quadratic Casimir
operator of e(2) is C2 = x2 + y2 and its value in these representations is r2. (There
are other, twisted, representations of (4) corresponding to representations of the universal
cover of E(2). These are related to theta sectors [4] and will not be discussed here since
they would not change our results.)

Due to van Hove's theorem [5], it is not possible to quantize all functions on phase
space in such a way that

[/,?] = i{Ti). (5)
In other words, the algebra of observables cannot be preserved. Given that such a "full
quantization" is not possible, one can envisage a more general scheme in which (5) is
required to hold only for a restricted set of observables, including the fundamental ones.
By construction, the generators

vx -x + iy = e v , v_l=x-ty = e v , v0 - z - -1—- , (6)

obey the same algebra of their classical counterparts, so that the algebra of the Euclidean
group is preserved under quantization.

In order to achieve a quantization of the whole set of classical observables, it is suffi-
cient to construct quantum operators for the remaining elements of the basis. We associate
to each monomial t>£, a quantum operator t}£, in which the various factors txif and z have
been ordered according to some given prescription. The resulting algebra of quantum ob-
servables is then the universal enveloping algebra W/,(e(2)), modulo the ideal generated by
C% — r2 (the subscript L is to remind that we regard this as a Lie algebra with the com-
mutator as composition rule). We note that different ordering prescriptions correspond to
different choices of basis and thus do not affect the abstract algebra.

We have found that Wt(c(2)) is a deformation of the classical Poisson algebra u?1+oo.
Since the algebra VF1+00 is also a deformation of WI+QO, it seems natural to expect that
they are related. In fact, Wjr,(e(2)) is isomorphic to Wi+0O with central parameter c = 0.
This follows from the arguments given in [6], noting that uf1, vZ\ and i)g (which in [6]
were called ji, j'_i and — LQ = —d) generate the Euclidean algebra e(2). Moreover, the



algebra W(e(2)) with the composition rule given by the product of operators, and Wi+oo
with the star product introduced in [2,6] are also isomorphic as associative algebras. Note
that in [6] the algebra Wi+oo is identified with the universal enveloping algebra of a 17(1)
Kac-Moody algebra, with generators j m = 0"1, modulo the relation jmjn = jm+n- Here
we emphasize the role of the finite dimensional Euclidean algebra e(2), in terms of whose
generators all generators !of Wi+oo can be constructed.

We observe that the phase space S ' x R arises also in Chern-Simons quantum mechan-
ics on the cylinder. In that case the algebra u>1+00/R is the classical symmetry algebra of
the system, and Wi+oo/R_ is the quantum symmetry algebra (the element v$ = 1 , which
generates an invariant abelian subgroup R, can be removed from the symmetry algebra).

We shall now discuss some properties of Wi+0O which follow naturally from its being
isomorphic to WL(C(2)). The Lie algebra e(2) can be obtained from the Lie algebra J»/(2)
by a Wigner-Inonti contraction [7]. In fact, the commutators

[Jo, J±] = ±J± . [J+, J-] = 2A2Jo , (7)

define the algebra ^/(2) for A = 1 and e(2) for A = 0. In turn, the universal enveloping
algebra Ut(e(2)) can be obtained as a contraction of the universal enveloping algebra
Ul(sl(2)). Since WL(S/(2)) is isomorphic to the higher spin algebra hs(l,l)t we find tha*
Wi+oo c a n a^so be viewed as a contraction of this algebra.

This fact admits the following geometrical interpretation. Consider the one-sheeted
hyperboloid SO(1,2)/O(1,1), which can be embedded in R3 by the equation x2 + y2 -
X2z2 = 1. We define a symplectic form T = cosh(Ax) d\ A d<f>, where the coordinates x, f
are given by ' ' ;

x = cosh(Ax) cosy , y = cosh(Ax) sirup , z — -r-sinh(Ax) . (8)

In the limit A —* 0 the hyperboloid reduces, as a symplectic manifold, to the cylinder con-
sidered before (the coordinate x becomes identical to z\ we have set r = 1 for convenience).
The canonical Poisson brackets between the functions x, y and z are

{x,y} = -A 2 * , {z,x}=y, {z,y} =-x . (9)

For A = 1 these are the standard commutation relations for the algebra so(l,2) = sl(2),
while for A = 0 they contract to those of the algebra e(2). As in [l], the algebra of quantum
observables for a theory having the hyperboloid as phase space is UL(SO(1,2)) = hs(l, 1),
and in the limit A —* 0 it contracts to W î+oo-

The identification with Ui{t{2)) suggests two natural bases for Wi+tXl. We start
from a basis in e(2) given by generators J±, Jo which, in the Hilbert space representation,
correspond to the operators e±t<fi and — i-j-. The Witt basis in Ui(t{2)) consists of "normal
ordered" monomials (J+)m(J_)n(J0)* [8]. Since in this basis C% = J+J-, we see that a
complete set of basis vectors is given by tc£m — (J±)m(Jo)k+1, with m > 0 and A: > —1.
In this basis the algebra W\+oo takes the simple form

m«t(t,/)m«t(t,/) r / , . i X / / i i

-.-ii- E [Ct!)"r+I-('ti



where the binomial coefficients (™) vanish for m < n. Note that the elements of the form
Lm = w^ span a Virasoro subalgebra without central extension.

Another possible basis can be obtained from the irreducible tensor operators of $1(2) of
the form Tl

m ~ [J_, [J_,, , , [J_,(J+)m]...]] [9]. These operators span UL(sl(2)); after the

l-m times
contraction X —»• 0 the same polynomials in the generators J± and Jo span also Ui{e{2)).
Defining «'m = T^"m+1, we find that for / = —1,0 these basis vectors are identical to the
V^ of [2]. For / > 1, ul

m differs from V^ by the addition of terms proportional to V£~2,
V,J,-3 and so on. This procedure of deriving Wi+<x> from the "wedge algebra" UL{SI{2))

provides an alternative to the analytic continuation beyond the wedge [9]. Note that this
basis can be useful in studying two-dimensional Euclidean field theory, where one can
consider fields of the form $'(•?) = £ m u'm zm.

Another issue is whether Wi+oo admits a q-deformation. In view of the above, this
question admits a natural answer: this deformation is simply the quantum group e?(2).
Note that the algebra structure in e,(2) is the same as that of e(2); it is only the coalgebra
structure that is deformed [10].

Finally, we discuss the supersymmetric generalization of the previous results. To this
end, we extend the phase space T*S* to a supennanifold with two fermionic coordinates
0+ and 0_ (for simplicity, in the following we set again r = 1). The fundamental graded
Poisson brackets are given by (3) and

0 , {*+,*_} = l , {*_,<?_} = 0 , (11)

while the brackets between bosonic and fermionic variables vanish. A linear basis in the
space of all functions on our supennanifold is given by t>£ = e"n*zk+1, i£, = e'm<pzk+18+9-
and g£)a = cim*za+i9±, with j = -1,0,1,2, . . . , m e Z and a = -^ ,£ , f . . . . The
algebra of classical observables is isomorphic to the super-t^oo algebra [11], which has the
following nonvanishing brackets:

{«£, vk
n} = i [m(k + 1) - n(j + 1)] v>

(12)

i[m(0 + 1) - n(a + '-

The fundamental observables P± = v±] = x ± iy, J = t?g - ^t'1 = z - f0+0_, Q+ =

?o+)"* - i*!"*"* « «+ - «(* + ivW- and g_ = g™-* + vj"*"* = (x - iy)$+ + 19.
generate a subalgebra isomorphic to c(2|2), the N = 2 supersymmetric generalization of
the Euclidean algebra e(2).

Quantization of the system amounts to finding irreducible representations of this al-
gebra. In fact, since the canonically conjugate variables 8+ and 9- parametrize a linear

r "



space, one can apply to them the standard rules and realize $+ as a multiplicative operator
9+ = 6 and <?_ as a differential operator 6- = i ^ , with $ a Grassman variable. The quan-
tum operators which realize the super-Euclidean algebra on the Hilbert space of functions

, 0) are then given by

Their graded commutators are

(H)

For the remaining elements of the basis of classical observables we proceed as before,
and associate to the monomials t>£, t*, and g^a quantum operators {;£,, ££, and g\n ) a ,
where the factors eilfi, —i-§z, 8 and t ^ have been ordered according to some prescription.
The resulting algebra of quantum observables is then the universal enveloping algebra
Wi(c(2|2)), modulo the ideal generated by Ci — 1 (the Casimir operator of e(2|2) is still
C2 = P+P_).

It is clear that by taking powers and linear combinations of

one can construct all elements of the basis of the super-W^ algebra [12] given for example
in [13] (in comparing with these references one has to replace etlfi by a complex variable
z and —i-§- by z-§^). Therefore, the super-Wo© algebra is isomorphic to the universal
enveloping algebra of the super-Euclidean algebra e(2|2), which in turn is a contraction of
UL(osp(2\l)).

In conclusion, we have shown in a simple physical model how the classical u>i+oo
algebra deforms under quantization into the H7i+oo algebra. Other, field-theoretic instances
of this phenomenon are known [14]. Our model shows that this phenomenon does not only
occur in systems with infinitely many degrees of freedom but is rather a general property
of the quantization procedure.
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